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Steps toward a
stairlift solution

Start at the bottom and work your way up
Seek professional help!

A pro will double check the measurements, look for any potential
challenges and suggest solutions based on experience. They
can also suggest the right product and provide a quote. Take the
worry out of your equation!

What goes up must come down. Take a look at the on and off
points of the lift. You’ll need to consider obstructions in your
plan. Hey, is that a doorway at the bottom? Get a flip-up rail
and problem solved.

05
STEP

Call a pro

Clearance

You will need
standard household
power available to
plug in the stair lift
charger either at the
top or the bottom
of the stairs

Landing zones

04
STEP

Don’t put that measuring tape away yet!
C
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This is the advanced part of the course.
We call this “nose to floor” which of course comes after
“bottoms up”. This measurement is the travel of the stairs from
the nose at the top landing to the floor at the bottom landing.
And finally, last but not least, C= Stair width from side to side.

Size still matters!

03
STEP

Measure, measure, measure

A= Stair rise height from the nose of the stair down
to the step below
B= Stair tread depth from the nose of the stair to the back
Geometry 101: the height of the riser and the depth of the
tread yield the angle of your stairs.

Size matters!

Bottoms up!

02
STEP

Stand at the base of your stairs and look up.
You can install on your left (left-handing), or your
right (right-handing) since the rail mounts to the
stairs, not the wall.

How to pick a side

Oops! this isn’t straight…
call a friend… like a
Savaria Stairfriend?

Key measurement… narrow
stairs call for slim profile lifts.

01
STEP

What about the passenger?
Height and weight are factors
in choosing the right lift.

Call a professional: 844.352.7677

